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[1] The large glacial earthquakes reported on by Ekstro¨m et al. (2003, 2006) and Tsai and
Ekstro¨m (2007) have previously been evaluated in terms of their seismic characteristics. In
this paper we attempt to take constraints such as known glacial ice properties, outlet
glacier size, calving style, and meltwater variability to construct a self-consistent physical
model of the glacial earthquake process. Since many glaciological parameters are poorly
constrained, we parameterize a number of important processes and estimate a wide
range of possible values for some properties. The range of model outputs is thus fairly
large, but it is still difficult to match observational constraints under most conditions. We
find that only a small class of models is able to satisfy the major observational constraints.
These models are characterized by (1) lost basal resistance coupled to viscoelastic
deformation with extensive internal crevassing or with low effective elastic modulus and
possibly low effective viscosity or (2) by nonequilibrium calving, such as having large
icebergs capsize into the glacier front. Although observational constraints cannot
definitively rule out any of the proposed classes of mechanisms, the calving model has
much stronger support. Fortunately, the various models make different predictions
regarding observables that can potentially be measured in the near future.
Citation: Tsai, V. C., J. R. Rice, and M. Fahnestock (2008), Possible mechanisms for glacial earthquakes, J. Geophys. Res., 113,
F03014, doi:10.1029/2007JF000944.
1. Introduction
[2] In 2003, Ekstro¨m et al. [2003] discovered a new class
of earthquakes which they named glacial earthquakes be-
cause of their spatial association with glaciated regions.
Since this initial discovery, Ekstro¨m et al. [2006] have
reported on the strong seasonality and recent drastic in-
crease in the number of Greenland glacial earthquakes, and
Tsai and Ekstro¨m [2007] have performed a detailed seismic
analysis of all 184 Greenland events detected between 1993
and 2005 (which composed roughly 95% of all known
glacial earthquakes). Since events had radiation patterns
inconsistent with standard double-couple faulting, seismic
waveforms were modeled with the centroid single force
(CSF) model of Kawakatsu [1989]. The CSF model accu-
rately describes a mass sliding event (mass  distance) with
an acceleration and then deceleration phase (beginning and
ending at rest), and yielded satisfactory fits to the data [Tsai
and Ekstro¨m, 2007]. (The model can alternatively be
thought of as a pair of forces exerted on the Earth at the
same location but offset in time and in opposite directions,
e.g., as in the paper by Dahlen [1993].) This work resulted
in a characterization of many seismic traits of Greenland
events. Among the most important and robust conclusions
of Ekstro¨m et al. [2003, 2006] and Tsai and Ekstro¨m [2007]
are the following:
[3] 1. Glacial earthquakes primarily occur near the calv-
ing fronts of fast-flowing (>1 km a1) outlet glaciers.
[4] 2. They have mechanisms consistent with a near-
surface horizontal temporally symmetric CSF approximate-
ly in the direction of local glacial flow.
[5] 3. All events detected have surface wave magnitude in
the range 4.6  MSW  5.1 (MSW is similar to the conven-
tional MS but is measured at 35–150 s [Ekstro¨m, 2006]).
That corresponds to a CSF amplitude of 0.1  1014 kg m 
A  2.0  1014 kg m, with lower bounds corresponding
with the detection limit.
[6] 4. They have significant energy in periods between 20
and 100 s (much longer durations than standard earthquakes
of similar magnitude). The longer durations possibly corre-
spond with larger amplitude events.
[7] 5. The presence of events is strongly seasonal and
correlates with local conditions such as high surface tem-
perature and the absence of thick sea ice me´lange at the
calving front.
[8] 6. Events occurring within the same outlet glacier do
not all occur at the same location. The spread in locations is
a factor of 2 larger than uncertainties and correlates with ice
front variations.
[9] 7. Glacial earthquakes seem to have a characteristic
amplitude dependent on which outlet glacier they are
associated with.
[10] 8. To conclusions 1 to 7 we add the following:
Joughin et al. [2008a] strongly suggest that glacial earth-
quakes are closely associated with calving events, with
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glacial earthquakes occurring at times of large retreats of the
calving front.
[11] Before the discovery of glacial earthquakes, a wide
range of glacial seismic phenomena were known to exist
[e.g., Neave and Savage, 1970; VanWormer and Berg, 1973;
Weaver and Malone, 1979; Wolf and Davies, 1986; Qamar,
1988; Anandakrishnan and Bentley, 1993; Anandakrishnan
and Alley, 1997; Deichmann et al., 2000; Stuart et al., 2005;
Smith, 2006; O’Neel et al., 2007], some of which have well-
accepted mechanisms responsible for causing the seismicity
(e.g., calving of icebergs, opening of crevasses, and basal
slip are discussed in papers by Qamar [1988], Deichmann
et al. [2000], Stuart et al. [2005], and O’Neel et al. [2007]).
It is tempting to try to explain glacial earthquakes with a
model known to describe one of these phenomena. But a
number of difficulties arise in trying to quantitatively match
glacial earthquake observations with the results of these
models. For example, models that involve brittle crack prop-
agation in ice [e.g., Neave and Savage, 1970] fail to correctly
match the observed focal mechanism orientations, predict
excitation at a shorter timescale than observed, and yield seismic
energies much smaller than observed. Models involving basal
slip of a segment of glacier [e.g., Anandakrishnan and
Alley, 1997; Bindschadler et al., 2003] fare better but still
cannot achieve the large enough amplitudes or the 20–100 s
timescales (with elastic models predicting much shorter
timescales and viscous models predicting much longer time-
scales) without substantial modification of the model. Nev-
ertheless some aspects of these models, such as the general
block-sliding nature of the basal slip model, will be adopted
and will factor heavily in our model. Current models involv-
ing calving [e.g.,O’Neel et al., 2007] similarly do not predict
the correct timescales, mechanism orientations or energies,
but further suggest that large calving events may be important
to the generation of glacial earthquakes.
[12] The goal here is to construct a glaciologically con-
sistent physical model of glacial earthquakes that satisfies
the eight observational constraints listed above. We begin
by incorporating, in general terms, the physics that we judge
to be potentially relevant to the generation of glacial earth-
quakes. We formulate a general model framework in which
ground motion (seismic signals) of various types can occur.
We then utilize parameters constrained by observations such
as 1, 5, and 8 and determine what range of values other, not
as well constrained parameters of the model must have in
order to satisfy or attempt to satisfy the other seismic
observations 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7. Since constraints 6, 7, and
parts of 5 do not have an obvious way in which to choose
model parameters to satisfy them, we focus our efforts in
this paper in satisfying conclusions 2, 3, and 4, and only
afterward examine the ways in which the various classes of
models are consistent with or would predict behavior
described by conclusions 5, 6, and 7.
2. Model Inputs/Model Characterization
[13] There are a number of hypotheses regarding the
specific physics governing glacial earthquakes [Tsai and
Rice, 2006] including processes as diverse as shear failure
of marginal ice, subglacial water pressures increasing to lift-
off, transition of till to a rate-weakening regime, and stress
changes induced by calving. Since, a priori, it is not possible
to constrain which of these many possibilities can realisti-
cally produce the seismic observations, we take the conser-
vative route of at first attempting to include, in general
terms, all possibly relevant physics in our model of short-
timescale terminus dynamics. Thus, we include ice defor-
mation modulated by crevassing and fracturing, iceberg
calving processes, and basal processes modulated by hy-
draulic inputs (schematically shown in Figure 1).
[14] The cost of including such a diverse set of physical
processes is that in order to make progress we must, out of
ignorance, neglect many of the details of the individual
processes and focus instead on how the main effects of each
contribute and interact to create a seismic signal consistent
with those of glacial earthquakes. Moreover, a number of
the processes listed are very poorly constrained and there-
fore must be parameterized instead of being modeled from
first principles. A full description of the components of our
model is in sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5. We allow for
viscoelastic deformation of ice (section 2.1) that may be
weakened by fracturing or other processes (section 2.2),
Figure 1. Schematic of processes modeled. We model ice deformation modulated by crevassing and
fracture, basal processes modulated by hydraulic inputs, and calving of large icebergs. The mass affected
has length L, width W, and height H, with ice deformation mostly confined to marginal shear zones and
longitudinal deformation zone of size WS and LS, respectively.
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basal shear parameterized by a friction-like parameter that is
a priori unconstrained (section 2.3), a variety of calving
styles (section 2.4), and combine these into a self-consistent
model framework applicable to the generation of a long-period
seismic signal (section 2.5). A complete list of symbols used
throughout this paper is provided in the Notation section.
2.1. Ice Deformation
[15] We recognize that deformation of ice within the
outlet glacier is likely to be important to understanding
glacial earthquakes. In glaciology it is common to treat ice
deformation with a nonlinear viscous rheology described by
Glen’s law [Glen, 1955; Paterson, 2002]. However, for
stress changes on the short timescale of interest to us, elastic
deformation is also important [Jellinek and Brill, 1956;
Budd and Jacka, 1989]. For clean, undamaged laboratory
ice at timescales less than 100 s, only the instantaneous
elastic modulus is important, at least at stresses that do not
cause rapid fracture. However, since outlet glacier ice may
have bulk viscoelastic-plastic and mechanical properties that
differ substantially from those of laboratory specimens, we
assume the more general Burger’s body rheology that
includes steady state and transient creep, as in papers by
Budd and Jacka [1989] and Kalifa et al. [1992], i.e., a Kelvin
element in series with a nonlinear Maxwell element as shown
schematically in Figure 2. (The Kelvin response could, for
example, represent effects of grain boundary sliding, the
Maxwell response that of dislocation-dominated shear.)
[16] The stress-strain relations are such that the volumet-
ric part of the total strain tensor response eij is purely elastic
(to the neglect of internal cavitation), whereas all time-
dependent responses show up as contributions to the devia-
toric part eij = eij  dij (exx + eyy + ezz)/3 of the strain tensor.
For the Burgers solid, we use eij = eij
(I) + eij
(II) to represent the
respective Kelvin (I) and Maxwell (II) contributions. Thus,
neglecting material anisotropy,
eij ¼ dij sxx þ syy þ szz
 
= 9Kð Þ þ e Ið Þij þ e IIð Þij ð1Þ
where i, j = x, y, z, sij is the stress tensor, and bulk modulus
K = 2(1 + v)m2/[3(12v)] where m2 is the shear modulus and
n the corresponding Poisson ratio for the instantaneous
elastic response. Introducing the deviatoric stress tensor
tij = sij  dij(sxx + syy + szz)/3, the deviatoric strain
contributions satisfy
tij ¼ 2m1e Ið Þij þ 2h1 _e Ið Þij ð2Þ
2 _e
IIð Þ
ij ¼
_tij
m2
þ tij
h2
: ð3Þ
[17] Here m1 is the shear modulus for the Kelvin response,
such that the overall elastic shear modulus when the
Kelvin response is fully relaxed is (m1
1 + m2
1)1 (the
corresponding fully relaxed Poisson ratio differs from n
above; it is the value which keeps the bulk modulus K the
same in the instantaneous and relaxed states). Also, h1 and
h2 are the respective Kelvin linear viscosity and Maxwell
nonlinear viscosity; we represent that nonlinearity as h2 =
h2(t) where t =
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1=2ð Þtijtij
p
is the Huber-Mises equivalent
shear stress, also known in the glaciological literature as the
effective shear stress.
[18] Thus in uniaxial tensile or compressive stressing sxx,
like for typical lab experiments, txx = 2sxx/3 and tyy = tzz =
sxx/3, so that t = |sxx|/
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
and the longitudinal and
transverse strain rates are
_exx ¼ _sxx= 2 1þ nð Þm2½ 
 þ sxx= 3h2 sxxj j=
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p h i
þ _e Ið Þxx ð4Þ
with
sxx ¼ 3m1e Ið Þxx þ 3h1 _e Ið Þxx ð5Þ
and
_eyy ¼ _ezz ¼ n _sxx= 2 1þ nð Þm2½ 
  sxx= 6h2 sxxj j=
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p h i
 _e Ið Þxx =2
ð6Þ
where 2(1 + v)m2 is recognized as the instantaneous Young’s
modulus. In pure shear stressing sxy = syx, the shear strain
rate is thus
_exy ¼ _sxy= 2m2ð Þ þ sxy= 2h2 sxy
		 		 
 þ _e Ið Þxy ð7Þ
with
sxy ¼ 2m1e Ið Þxy þ 2h1 _e Ið Þxy : ð8Þ
[19] We choose nominal values for the viscoelastic
parameters to resemble laboratory measurements at temper-
ate ice (> 10C) conditions. We choose nominal values for
m1, m2 and h1 from experiments of Jellinek and Brill [1956]
done in tension at 5C (the instantaneous elastic response
has little temperature dependence [Budd and Jacka, 1989]).
Modifying their values for use in shear instead of tensile
deformation by assuming an instantaneous elastic Poisson’s
ratio v = 0.3 [Vaughan, 1995], we use m1 = m2 = 2  109 Pa
and h1 = 1  1012 Pa s. In accordance with Glen’s law, we
take h2(t) = 2
1AGl
1t1n where n  3 [Glen, 1955]. Glen’s
rate parameter AGl is highly temperature dependent, but for
Figure 2. Schematic of the nonlinear Burger’s body
viscoelastic model used for deviatoric stress. The Maxwell
viscosity h2 is taken as nonlinear in accordance with Glen’s
law, and e(I) is the strain on the Kelvin element.
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nominal conditions and n = 3 we choose a constant, high
value of AGl = 68  1025 s1 (Pa)3 suggested as appro-
priate for temperate ice [Paterson, 2002] although this value
is perhaps too high [Truffer et al., 2001].
[20] The general form of the rheology (e.g., linear elastic-
ity and power law viscous) dictates that the highest stresses,
deformations and deformation rates are concentrated at the
side margins and near the base (and at the edges of finite
slipping patches of glacier) [e.g., Nye, 1965]. This fact is also
confirmed by observations of large strain rate gradients
across prominent outlet glaciers [Joughin et al., 2004;Howat
et al., 2005]. In order to simplify the analysis greatly, we
take the approximation of no deformation in the heart of the
outlet glacier (blockmodel) of width, height and length given
by W, H and L, respectively, and with deformation concen-
trated into marginal shear zones, a basal shear zone and
longitudinal deformation zones, of extent Ws, Hs and Ls,
respectively (see Figure 1; note, later we shall choose LS = L/
2 to conservatively approximate a roughly constant longitu-
dinal gradient in strain rate). Under a gravity-driven linear
rheology, it is straightforward to calculate that over 50% of
both viscous and elastic deformation is within 30% of the
margins. Nonlinear effects such as Glen-like viscosity or
deformation-induced fracture or shear heating enhance the
degree to which the block model is a good approximation by
further enhancing deformation near the edges. Using this
approach, we necessarily averagematerial properties over the
appropriate length scale and only expect to predict observa-
tions quantitatively to within the degree to which the system
is block-like.
2.2. Crevassing, Fracture, and Mechanical Weakening
of Ice
[21] Fracturing and water content of ice both strongly
affect the bulk viscoelastic properties and thus strongly
modulate glacier flow. Some fracturing properties of ice
are relatively well understood [e.g., van der Veen, 1998; Rist
et al., 1999; Schulson, 2001]. It is, for example, well known
that surface crevasses in the outlet glaciers of interest can
only extend to a depth of about 30 m unless the crevasses are
filled with water, in which case crevasses can extend to the
glacier base [e.g., van der Veen, 1998; Das et al., 2008]. In
contrast, the degree towhich outlet glacier termini andmargins
are fractured englacially and water pervaded is only qualita-
tively known [e.g., Kamb et al., 1994; Venteris, 1999;
Fountain et al., 2005; Harper et al., 2005]. However, the
terminus regions of these glaciers exhibit the highest tensile
strain rates known to exist outside surges, and observations
indicate that the ice ismechanically affected by internal damage.
[22] Fortunately, ‘‘steady state’’ velocity profiles, i.e.,
profiles estimated over timescales much longer than glacial
earthquakes [e.g., Howat et al., 2005], can give an estimate
of the degree of weakening, whether this weakening is due
to fracturing or other mechanisms (e.g., shear heating, fabric
reorientation or increased water content). We find that
performing a fit to transverse velocity profiles, u(r), near
the calving front with the approximation of Nye [1965] for a
Glen’s law rheology, u(r) = u0[1(r/a)n+1) for a < r < a
where 2a = glacier width, yields a poor fit regardless of
choice of u0 (rms misfit of s = 1380 m a
1); but allowing
for slip along the margins (constant velocity offset) in
addition to the Glen’s law rheology yields a better fit (s =
910 m a1), with as much as 50% of the surface velocity
being accommodated through slip at the margins. Farther
from the front, however, a simple Glen’s law rheology
yields better fits (s = 460 m a1), and adding marginal slip
does not improve the fit. This simple calculation is in
agreement with observations of near-marginal slip at other
outlet glaciers [e.g., Kamb et al., 1985].
[23] For the above reasons, we choose to spatially pa-
rameterize mechanical weakening by introducing a param-
eter 0  s  1 that represents the fraction of the deforming
regions over which the unweakened rheology is applied.
Low s represents highly fractured, mechanically weakened
ice. The average height over which shear stressing occurs,
Heff, can then be defined as Heff = sH. Similarly, Hcrev =
(1s)H could be interpreted as the average height of
crevasses or otherwise weakened ice (over which no shear
stress is accommodated). Equivalently, s can be thought of
simply as a scaling factor for viscoelastic parameters with
e.g., m2eff = sm2 where m2 is the laboratory value and m2eff is
the value appropriate for the region of the glacial system of
interest, whether or not the physical reason for this scaling is
due to crevassing. This scaling may, for example, be due to
enhanced localized shear heating, high water content, or a
softer fabric inherited from extensive straining [Harrison et
al., 1998]. As in other studies [e.g., Vaughan, 1995], there is
a trade-off between s and m2 (and the other viscoelastic
parameters). In our case this is because s enters the model
multiplied by viscoelastic parameters (m1, m2, h1, and h2).
Although it is likely that the margins are more crevassed
relative to the rest of the glacier, and that the degree of
crevassing also changes as one moves away from the
calving front, in our simple rigid block model only the
average value of s matters. So, for a length of glacier with s1
over length L1 and s2 over length L2, then s = (s1L1 + s2L2)/
(L1 + L2) (see Figure 3).
[24] Fracturing processes have two strong time depen-
dencies that we address in our model of the relevant source
mechanics for glacial earthquakes. The first effect is the
seasonal variability of crevassing due to seasonal tempera-
ture variations. We expect more frequent and pervasive
crevassing during summer months because of both the
presence of liquid water, which aids in fracture propagation
Figure 3. Schematic of crevassing and lost basal resistance.
Extent of crevassing over length L1 and L2 is represented by s1
and s2, respectively. For this case, s = (s1L1 + s2L2)/(L1 + L2).
Basal resistance is lost over length DL.
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[e.g., van der Veen, 1998; Das et al., 2008], and decreased
failure stress at higher temperatures [e.g., Schulson, 2001],
which may be enhanced by existing crevasses and/or liquid
water. The second effect is the increase in fractures caused
by changes to the large-scale stress state in the terminus
region potentially expected during a glacial earthquake
event. Although both processes are easily understood qual-
itatively, and both imply more crevassing during times of
glacial earthquakes, a quantitative physical description is
not possible at this time. For this reason, we will discuss the
possible implications of these processes as they fit into the
broader model framework but leave a detailed physical
model of these processes for future work. These processes
also provide additional grounds for using viscoelastic
parameters reduced from nominal values.
2.3. Basal Processes
[25] Modeling of surface velocity profiles [e.g., Howat et
al., 2005] with Glen’s law suggests that, in the outlet
glaciers of interest, a substantial fraction of their very high
velocities are likely to be accommodated through both ice
deformation and basal motion of some sort [e.g., Truffer and
Echelmeyer, 2003] so an understanding of basal processes
is required in a complete model of terminus dynamics.
Unfortunately, it is currently not possible to resolve the
detailed mechanics of basal motion. It is sometimes argued
[e.g., Truffer and Echelmeyer, 2003] that it is unlikely for
till to be responsible because till is presumed not to be able
to withstand high shear stresses (often in excess of 100 kPa)
inferred to exist at the base of these glaciers. However, that
argument requires pore pressure conditions close to flotation
whereas till with pore pressures less than lithostatic can
sustain much higher shear stresses [e.g., Tulaczyk et al.,
2000]. It is unclear exactly how high pore pressures are in
the locations we attempt to model. It is known that these
glaciers are nearly thin enough to be at flotation at their
termini but, at the base of a 1 km thick glacier, the pore
pressure could be up to 98% of the ice pressure and
potentially still sustain shear stresses of 100 kPa. It is also
not clear exactly how high the shear stresses are very near
the calving front. It has further been argued that most till
would have been rapidly washed away by the active water
system inferred to exist under these glaciers [Iken et al.,
1993], but this argument relies on properties of the basal
water system which have not been well constrained. Thus,
we shall assume both basal sliding and till deformation as
well as any deformations associated with either to be
plausible contributors to basal motion.
[26] Both basal sliding and till deformation have proper-
ties that can lead to a dramatic loss in shear strength over the
tens of seconds during which glacial earthquakes occur
[Iken, 1981; Kamb, 1991; Schoof, 2005]. (We will show
that some model classes require such basal motion at the
event timescale.) For example, the shear stress accommo-
dated by both basal sliding and till deformation are propor-
tional to some positive power of the effective pressure peff =
pice  pw [Paterson, 2002] where pice = ice pressure and
pw = water pressure in a basal cavity system or within till,
respectively. Thus, an increase of pw to a large fraction of
pice can cause dramatic weakening. This is essentially the
argument of Iken [1981] for instability in sliding with a basal
cavity system but the timescale must be set by hydraulic
processes. The theory of Kamb [1991], on the other hand,
yields an independent result for the timescale of instability
(given by Kamb [1991, equation (32)]) though the model
requires fairly extreme till properties as well as instantaneous
adjustment of velocity perturbations to water pressure
variations. In addition, further effects, such as rate-weaken-
Figure 4. Schematic of the forces acting on the glacier precalving and postcalving, (a) with shear
resistance on the precalved portion of glacier and (b) without shear resistance. The case shown in Figure 4a
can be modeled with lost basal resistance; the case shown in Figure 4b has no net changes in forces.
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ing till [e.g., Kamb, 1991], other transient rate-and-state
effects [Ruina, 1983; Tse and Rice, 1986; Dieterich, 1994;
Lapusta et al., 2000; Liu and Rice, 2007], or fracture of
basal ice resulting in lower basal roughness can result in
unstable slip. As a result of these many possibilities, we
simply assume that basal instability occurs over a length of
glacier DL (see Figure 3) and determine a posteriori what
form the basal instability must satisfy in order to satisfy
observational constraints; we do not attempt to distinguish
between basal sliding and bed deformation. In other words,
we parameterize shear strength as t = f(t)  pice and allow the
form of f(t) to be fit by observations. It should be noted here
that in section 3.1, f(t) will be called upon to vary on
timescales much faster than the fastest hydraulic changes
currently documented in the literature [e.g., Iken et al., 1983;
Kamb and Engelhardt, 1987].
2.4. Calving
[27] We incorporate calving into our model as it can
potentially produce a force resulting in a glacial earthquake.
Direct observations [e.g., Truffer et al., 2006; MacAyeal et
al., 2008] show that massive calving events exist and may
produce large forces, and our model attempts to include a
quantitative description of such events. If one defines
calving as losing basal resistance to a portion of the glacier
with no marginal shear forces then it can be modeled as
above, with L2 = DL and s2 = 0, so we do not consider this
option here. If, on the other hand, one defines calving as the
fracture process that results in a crack separating the calved
portion from the rest of the glacier, then calving can occur
with the portion to be calved in one of three configurations:
(1) (partially) grounded with basal traction, (2) partially
grounded without basal traction but not neutrally buoyant,
or (3) ungrounded and buoyant in water. If calving occurs
under ‘‘equilibrium’’ conditions (i.e., without acceleration
of either the calved portion or the remainder of the glacier)
then the calved portion remains in the one of three config-
urations it started in. In case (1), the shear resistance
previously taken up by the precalved portion must now be
accommodated on the glacier side, thus transferring stress
upstream (see Figure 4a). There is no net change in force on
the glacier system as a whole but the transfer in stress is
exactly equivalent to a complete loss of basal resistance
over length DL being accommodated by increasing basal
and marginal stressing over a length of glacier L (see
Figure 4a). We therefore treat this case in the glacier motion
framework outlined in sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3.
[28] In cases (2) and (3), there is no net change in force on
the glacier since the precalving and postcalving water height
is the same, yielding the same driving force, and the
resistive shear forces are also identical (see Figure 4b).
On the calved portion, the picture is different. For cases (1)
and (2), there may be gravitational energy available allow-
ing the calved portion to slide along its base, postcalving.
However, only if the bed slope is sufficiently positive (in the
same direction as the surface slope) can the calved portion
accelerate away from the calving front (see Figure 5). The
timescale for this process is given approximately by
T  p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rHC cos b
rwg sin
2 b
s
ð9Þ
where we assume a rectangular cross section (Figure 5b) with
side lengths HC and LC, with the latter in freely slipping
contact with the bed, and where r = ice density, rw = water
density, g = gravitational acceleration, b = bed slope (see
Appendix A). For HC > 500 m and b < 4, T > 200 s.
Furthermore, observations [Joughin et al., 2008a] imply that
glacial earthquake events can occur on negative bed
slopes. We therefore do not consider this possibility further.
Finally, in case (3), there is no gravitational energy avail-
able so the iceberg has no net force on it.
[29] Since we have now considered all possibilities of
equilibrium calving and rejected them as ways of producing
a calving force, FC, capable of generating a glacial earth-
quake, we require iceberg acceleration during the calving
process to determine FC. This acceleration must be approx-
imately horizontal (with a dip angle of less than about 30
degrees) to match seismic observations [Tsai and Ekstro¨m,
2007]. A simple way in which this acceleration can occur is
if the calved iceberg of dimensions HC,WC, LC, is taller than
Figure 5. Schematic of the forces acting on the calved
portion of glacier, (a) on a positive bed slope and with shear
resistance, (b) on a positive bed slope without shear
resistance, (c) on a horizontal bed, and (d) on a negative
bed slope. Solid arrows denote forces, and double-headed
arrows denote possible acceleration. Acceleration away
from the calving front is only possible in cases shown in
Figures 5a and 5b. In Figure 5b, Dh denotes the height of
water to the middle of the base of the iceberg.
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it is long (HC > LC); it can tip over and possibly provide a
force to the glacier front as in the model of MacAyeal et
al. [2003]. Calving events of this type have been observed
at a number of outlet glaciers [Truffer et al., 2006; O’Neel
et al., 2007] but analysis of related seismicity has so far
focused on short-period seismicity [O’Neel et al., 2007]
possibly associated with small slip events. To model the
long-period character of this iceberg tipping process, we
follow MacAyeal et al. [2003] except we allow for horizon-
tal, vertical and rotational acceleration (see Appendix A
for details). The system of equations we satisfy is
Fx ¼ Mxaxi ð10Þ
Fy ¼ Myayi ð11Þ
trot ¼ Iaq ð12Þ
where xi and yi are mass center coordinates of the iceberg,
forces are from gravity, hydrostatic water pressure and the
calving-contact force at the glacier front (see Figure 6), trot
is torque, q is angular acceleration, Mxa and Mya are mass,
and Ia is moment of inertia where Mxa, Mya and Ia include
‘‘added mass’’ effects [Lamb, 1953; Milne-Thomson, 1955;
Brennen, 1982]. In this first modeling effort, we approx-
imate the flow as if it were remote from boundaries, and
neglect surface wave dissipation and other edge effects due
to the free surface and calving front. Preliminary modeling
of these other effects shows that these effects cause
significant but less than 1 order of magnitude changes to
the amplitude and timescale. However, since the iceberg is
near the free surface we ignore added mass effects in the
vertical direction such that Mya = MC = rWCHCLC.
Horizontally, we use the rectangular block added mass
formula of Brennen [1982] with height equal to the vertical
cross-sectional height so that
Mxa  Mxa0  rWCHCLC þ 1:5p
4
rwWC H
2
C cos
2 qþ L2C sin2 q
 
:
ð13Þ
[30] Rotationally, we calculate the added moment of
inertia from the elliptical formula of Brennen [1982], setting
the major and minor axis lengths to the height and length of
the rectangular block, respectively, so that
Ia  WC
24
2rHCLC H2C þ L2C
 þ rw H2C  L2C 2h i: ð14Þ
[31] In the model, the calving-contact force is frictionless
and thus exactly horizontal (so that iceberg weight is only
supported by buoyant forces), FC = Fx, and only achieves
positive (directed upstream) values; corresponding opposite
momentum is delivered to the iceberg and ocean, and is
transmitted to the solid Earth at much longer timescales by
seawater viscosity. By default, the CSF model includes both
an acceleration and deceleration phase of equal time, so the
associated CSF timescale must be twice as long as the
acceleration phase. Note that xi, yi and q are not independent
since contact is assumed (see Figure 6). The assumption of
point-like contact is an obvious idealization but in this first
modeling effort we assume a contact area that is small relative
to iceberg size. The assumption of frictionless contact is also
an obvious idealization; including the vertical shear forces
associated with friction at the contact point may explain the
small deviations from horizontal (up to 30 degrees) observed
in reality [Tsai and Ekstro¨m, 2007]. Finally, one can derive a
simple analytic expression for the CSF amplitude A (mass
times distance moved) and timescale T of this process by
approximating the system as an inverted pendulum driven by
Figure 6. (a) Schematic of the tipping iceberg calving process modeled: the dotted arrow schematically
denotes the rotation of the iceberg, the double arrow denotes the calving-contact force contributing to
the seismic signal, and the solid arrows denote forces. (b) Force vectors acting on the calved iceberg.
(c) Schematic of the tipping iceberg with a mechanically competent ice me´lange.
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its own buoyant weight over the horizontal distance traveled.
The CSF amplitude is given by
A  0:5MC HC  LCð Þ ¼ 0:5rWCLCHC HC  LCð Þ: ð15Þ
[32] Writing the pendulum equation as (T/2p)2qsin q =
0 (q = 0 being an unstable equilibrium) then the character-
istic timescale is given by
T  2p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rHC
rw  rð Þg
s
ð16Þ
(although the actual time is dependent on initial conditions).
[33] The calving model discussed above is just one
possible way in which iceberg acceleration can occur. There
are potentially many other scenarios including, for example,
one in which the iceberg impacts the fjord bed (J. Amundson,
private communication, 2008); but we shall discuss just one
variation on the above theme that involves the me´lange of
icebergs that often floats in front of the glacier. Although this
iceberg me´lange is typically composed of many individual
bergs, it has been observed to act somewhat mechanically
competent [e.g., Truffer et al., 2006], with forces capable of
being transmitted across km of icebergs with little time delay. If
a calving event, such as the tipping event previously described,
pushes into this me´lange, it can potentially resist motion much
more than the addedmass effects of just the water.We therefore
allow for this me´lange added mass (which affects only the
horizontal acceleration if the me´lange is confined to move
horizontally) by including a second contact force FC2 =
MM(2xi). Here, 2xi is the distance between contact points and
MM is the effective mass from the iceberg me´lange (see Figure
6c), which is used as a parameter in subsequent simulations.
This is equivalent to modifying Mxa in equation (10) to be
Mxa  Mxa0 þ 2MM ð17Þ
where Mxa0 is the original effective mass in the x direction
as in equation (13). In contrast to the simple tipping calving
model which yields identical forces whether the iceberg tips
bottom out or top out, the model with an iceberg me´lange
only has a simple interpretation when the iceberg tips top
out (see Figure 6c). The interpretation is not obvious when
the iceberg tips bottom out but net me´lange motion must
eventually be comparable since similar volume must still be
vacated for the tipped iceberg.
2.5. A Unifying Model of Outlet Glacier Termini
Forces
[34] We have thus far described how ice deformation,
fracture of ice, basal processes and calving dynamics can
affect the generation of glacial earthquakes. We now incor-
porate these effects into a single model that results in a
prediction of the seismic force history. In addition to the
calving-contact force at the glacier tongue, the resistive
forces arising from ice deformation and basal ‘‘friction,’’
we also have a driving force from gravity given by FD 
rga  HWL (which we take as constant through a seismic
event since the total height differential a  L responsible for
the driving force is minimally affected by the event).
Combining these processes, we obtain an expression for
the glacier block acceleration xb:
Mxb ¼ FD  FM  FB  FL  FC ð18Þ
whereM = mass of glacier block, FM = marginal shear force,
FB = basal shear force, FL = longitudinal force (positive if
tensile) at upstream end of block, and FC = calving-contact
force. The change in force on the (nonglacial) solid Earth,
which generates a seismic response, is given by:
FS tð Þ ¼ FM tð Þ þ FB tð Þ þ FL tð Þ  FM 0ð Þ  FB 0ð Þ  FL 0ð Þ ð19Þ
[35] Since we treat FD as constant, and initially xb = 0 and
FC(0) = 0, then equivalently:
FS tð Þ ¼ Mxb þ FC tð Þ ð20Þ
[36] In general, then, the seismic force can be thought of as
having contributions from acceleration of the glacier and from
acceleration of the calved iceberg. Since FC is expected to
always be nonnegative (directed upstream), the two contribu-
tions reinforce only when xb is positive (downstream acceler-
ation). However, positive FC only contributes to FS when xb =
0 and simply decreases xb when xb > 0. Thus, in the following
analysis we consider the two cases separately in 2 distinct
model classes. That is, in class I models glacial earthquakes
result from perturbations in glacier motion, and we set FC = 0.
In class II models glacial earthquakes result from iceberg
calving, and we set xb = 0.
[37] In class I models, the forces FM and FL can be
calculated in terms of the motion history xb(t) using the
viscoelastic framework and simplified deformation of
section 2.1. That is, we use the rheology described in
equations (7) and (8) for FM(t) with exy = xb/(2WS) and
equations (7) and (8) with all stresses multiplied by 3 to
approximately account for tensile rather than shear stressing
for FL(t) with exx = xb/LS. (For downslope horizontal stress
change with no vertical change and plane strain constraint in
the transverse horizontal direction, the elastic stiffness is
2m2/(1v)  3m2.) We additionally prescribe FB(t) (repre-
senting a drop in strength) and set FC = 0. With expressions
for these forces substituted, we solve equation (18) for xb(t)
with initial conditions xb(0) = xb0, _xb(0) = uss = steady state
speed, and substitute into equation (20) to solve for FS(t).
[38] In class II models, we solve equations (10), (11), and
(12) for xi and yi with initial conditions xi(0) = xi0, yi(0) =
yi0, _xi(0) = 0, _yi(0) = 0 corresponding to a rotationally
unstable iceberg. Equation (10) then gives Fx = FC which
can be substituted into equation (20) to solve for FS(t). Once
FS(t) is known, the CSF amplitude is easily obtained by
double integration in time:
A ¼
ZT
0
_A tð Þdt ¼
ZT
0
Z t
0
FS t
0ð Þdt0dt ð21Þ
2.6. Physical Constraints
[39] The size of outlet glaciers and the background
surface velocity profiles are relatively well constrained by
observations [e.g., Joughin et al., 2004; Howat et al., 2005].
Model parameter values are unique for individual glaciers,
but typical values are on the order of a  4 (usually a 
2),WS 2 km, uss 8 km a1,H 1 km,W 4 km,DL
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L  30 km, and AGl = 68  1025 s1 (Pa)3 [Bamber et al.,
2001; Paterson, 2002; Joughin et al., 2004; Howat et al.,
2005]. We shall use these representative values with a 
0.02  1, WS  1 km and DL = L for the rest of this paper.
(Note that choosing DL < L would result in a lower-
amplitude response.) In steady state, these parameter choices
result in FL 0, FD 180 kPa LW, FM 270 kPa LHeff
and 40 kPa  LW  FB  180 kPa  LW. This estimate for
FB leads to an estimate of the initial dimensionless basal
shear strength f(0) = f0 as 0.005  f0  0.02. However, the
estimates for FB and f0 are both quite sensitive to the choice
of WS, which is not well constrained.
3. Model Results
[40] If we attempt to model a glacial earthquake without
the inclusion of calving, relying on only block-like glacier
motion (like in Figure 3), and assume nominal material
property values, then the correct amplitude and timescale
cannot be achieved. That is, choosing m1 = m2 = 2  109 Pa,
h1 = 1  1012 Pa s, n = 3, AGl = 68  1025 s1 (Pa)3, L =
DL = 5 km, LS = L/2, s = Heff/H = 1, FC(t) = 0 and with an
instantaneous drop of f(t) from f0 to zero then, at timescales
less than 103 s, only the elastic term (m2) is important and
we achieve CSF amplitudes of A = 1.1  1012 kg m over a
timescale of T = 2.5 s. An analytic approximation for this
elastic response can also be obtained from a simple elastic
force balance (see Appendix A) which yields:
A  r
2gHW 2WS DL
sm2 1þ 3WWS= 2LLSð Þ½ 

 a 2s
rgW
uss
2WSAGl
 1=3" #
ð22Þ
and
T  p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2rWWSLLS
sm2 3WWS þ 2LLSð Þ
s
: ð23Þ
[41] The amplitude is 10 to 200 times smaller than obser-
vations and the timescale is eight to 40 times too short. If we
have successfully included all the physics pertinent to the
generation of glacial earthquakes, then the only way in which
observations can be matched is to modify at least one of the
model parameters from its nominal value. We take r, g, andW
to be well constrained by observations, leaving a, H, L, DL,
m1, m2, h1, AGl,WS,HS, LS, s, f(t), and FC(t) as at least partially
adjustable parameters.
3.1. Class I Models: Seismogenesis by Glacier Block
Acceleration
[42] In this class of models, we keep FC(t) = 0 (seismo-
genesis in the absence of calving) for reasons discussed in
section 2.5. We also choose to include longitudinal defor-
mation only on the upstream side of the sliding glacier
block (and terminating in open waters on the other) since it
requires less change from nominal values and is strongly
suggested by observation 8. In order to achieve CSF
amplitudes of 0.4  1014 kg m (median value for glacial
earthquakes) we require a combination of decreasing m1, m2,
h1, and s or increasing DL, LS, WS, AGl and a. Setting m2 =
5  107 Pa (versus lab value of 2  109 Pa) or s = 0.2 can
individually account for the observed CSF amplitudes
whereas changes in m1, h1, DL, LS, WS, Agl or a alone
cannot. Large decreases in m1 and h1 (e.g., m1 = 2.5 
107 Pa and h1 = 5  108 Pa s versus lab values of 2 
109 Pa and 1  1012 Pa s, respectively) must be coupled
in order to have a significant effect; increases in LS and WS
also must be coupled butWS is constrained to less than 2 km;
increases in AGl only increase the proportion of resistance
taken up by the bed initially in steady state and is also
constrained to less than 200  1025 s1 (Pa)3; DL and a
are constrained in section 2.6. In order to achieve timescales
of 50 s, we require choosing timescales of variation in f(t)
close to 50 s; choosing very low values of m2 with possibly
low values of s (m2 = 5  106 Pa or m2 = 2  107 Pa and s =
0.2); or choosing 10 s  h1/m1  20 s. While some of these
choices are perhaps on the extreme side of plausible, all of
the suggested changes in parameter values are made to
variables with sufficiently uncertain field values to warrant
at least an examination of the possibility of a value different
from nominal of the extent chosen.
[43] In principle, there are infinite combinations of choices
that will result in an amplitude and timescale consistent with
seismic observation. For example, one could choose (as
values different than nominal) DL = 9 km, m2 = 5  108 Pa,
WS = 1.5 km, s = 0.5 and f(t) varying on a 50 s timescale to
satisfy observations. However, certain parameter sets require
fewer changes from nominal values, or contain pairs of
changes that are physically paired (coupled). Thus, we focus
our attention on three subclasses of models that satisfy the
amplitude and timescale constraints. All three subclasses
require changes in f(t). In two of the three subclasses, we
assume the form of f(t) can be chosen arbitrarily to fit time-
scales set by a variety of glaciological processes (such as
subglacial hydraulic flow) whose short-time behavior are
rather unconstrained. This philosophy is different than the
one typically taken in earthquake modeling where the fric-
tional time dependence is an outcome of the analysis, on the
basis of a specified constitutive law. Before turning to these
three subclasses, we note that although the dependence of
amplitude and timescale on the parameters is nonlinear, we
can linearize the model and find the first-order response away
from the nominal values. This linear response provides
guidance for our parameter choices, and is given in Table 1.
3.1.1. Model IA: Highly Fractured, Timescale Set by
Basal Strength f(t)
[44] In this subclass of models, we choose nominal visco-
elastic parameters. In order to achieve correct amplitudes we
can, for example, setDL = L = 5.5 km and s = 0.2. In order to
achieve correct timescales (20–100 s), we must utilize the
timescale controlling basal motion f(t) so that for example
f tð Þ ¼
f0 t < 0; t > 2t0
f0=2  1þ cos pt=t0ð Þ½ 
 0 < t < 2t0
8<
: ð24Þ
where t0  50 s. In this case, the time dependence of the
glacial earthquake is completely governed by a process (loss
of basal resistance) that (in our model) has a completely
unconstrained time history, and we therefore set it to match
timescale observations.
3.1.2. Model IB: Very Low Maxwell Shear Modulus
m2, f(t) Regains Strength
[45] Choosing DL = 2.2 km, WS = 500 m and m2 = 1.6 
106 Pa (and nominal other values) generates correct ampli-
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tudes and timescales but the spring is under-damped so in
order to have only one oscillation, f(t) must jump back to f0
after 50 s, e.g.,
f tð Þ ¼
f0 t < 0s; t > 50s
0 0s < t < 50s
8<
: : ð25Þ
[46] Many seismic waveforms are in fact consistent with
a multiple oscillation signal, so there is a certain leeway in
exactly how long f(t) drops to zero. In this case, the ice
would be allowed to slide back uphill, which seems peculiar
but could not be precluded if there were sliding on a fully
fluid layer. For example, using
f tð Þ ¼
f0 t < 0
f0  1 exp t=150sð Þ½ 
 t > 0
8<
: ð26Þ
would also satisfy observations. As in Model IA, the
timescale is partially set by the timescale of a process that
has an unconstrained timescale in our model. It is perhaps
worth noting, though, that with rate- and state-dependent
friction as in earthquake studies [e.g., Ruina, 1983], this
general strengthening behavior may be expected when
sliding velocity diminishes significantly.
3.1.3. Model IC: Low Kelvin Shear Modulus m1 and
Low Associated Viscosity h1
[47] The final end-member of parameter choices is to
modify both h1 and m1 to values substantially lower than
nominal, i.e., m1 = 2.5  107 Pa and h1 = 5  108 Pa s and
drop f(t) to zero. Here, h1/m1 is chosen to match the
timescale desired and we no longer require f(t) to accom-
modate this timing. Note that these drastic changes from
nominal values are perhaps warranted if the ice is effec-
tively weakened by fracture or other mechanisms.
3.2. Class II Model: Seismogenesis by Calving of
Large Icebergs
3.2.1. Model IIA: Calving of Rotationally
Unstable Icebergs
[48] As an alternative to the class I set of models, where
glacier acceleration is responsible for the seismic force, here
the calving-contact force is directly responsible and as-
sumed to couple directly to the solid Earth without accel-
eration of the glacier (xb = 0). We use the calving model
described in section 2.4. Without modification, neutrally
buoyant initial conditions and with iceberg dimensions
HC = 500 m, WC = 5 km, LC = 265 m, this model (IIA)
produces approximately the correct amplitude and a
slightly long timescale. These choices for HC, WC, LC
and were taken to best fit the amplitude and timescale
constraints; for example, the rather exact value of LC chosen
is due to the sensitivity of both amplitude and timescale to
both HC and LC as in accord with equations (15) and (16).
The model of iceberg tipping also matches observations of
calving style [Truffer et al., 2006; J. Amundson, private
communication, 2008] of some large calving events, which
have been observed to tip both bottom out and top out. In
Figure 7, amplitude and timescale results are shown for a
range of different iceberg dimensions (100 m  HC  1 km,
0.2 HC  LC  0.7 HC, WC  5 km). The model has
difficulty matching timescales especially for the larger
events (see Figure 7) since maximum amplitude scales
approximately as A / T6 as expected from equations (15)
and (16) with L / H (maintaining approximately constant
aspect ratio). Unlike the too short timescale problem for
class I models, however, the too long timescale problem
cannot be solved by calling upon a rate-limiting process
working in parallel; but the timescale may be reduced if, for
Table 1. Linear Response of Amplitude and Timescale to Block
Acceleration Parameters
Parameter Amplitude Response Timescale Response
a 38  1011 kg m/ 0
H 11  1011 kg m/km 0
DL 2.9  1011 kg m/km 0.1 s/km
m1 0 0
m2 29  1011 kg m/Dlog10Pa 3.1 s/Dlog10Pa
h1 0.12  1011 kg m/Dlog10(Pa s) 0
AGl 24  1011 kg m/Dlog(s1 Pa3) 0
WS 18  1011 kg m/km 3.4 s/km
HS 0 0
LS 1.1  1011 kg m/km 0.1 s/km
s 46  1011 kg m/1 1.6 s/1
f(t) 0 1s/1s
Figure 7. Timescale versus amplitude for model class II
(iceberg calving). Black crosses represent different model
runs with WC = 5 km and different values of HC and LC (see
text) for model IIA (no me´lange). Gray crosses are versions
of the same runs with WC scaled down. The blue squares
represent different model runs with WC = 2 km and different
values of HC, LC, and MM for model IIB (with me´lange).
The dashed red line is the scaling of equations (15) and (16)
for model IIA with LC = HC/2 and WC = 5 km. The solid
black line is the same scaling as the dashed red line, but
scaled up to approximately denote the cutoff below which
timescale/amplitude pairs are possible for model IIA. The
dotted blue line is the scaling of equations (15) and (27) for
model IIB with LC = HC/2 and WC = 2 km. The rectangular
box denotes an estimate of the range of observed glacial
earthquakes. Model IIB clearly fits observations better than
model IIA.
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example, the iceberg loses contact with the glacier face
earlier than expected from this simple calculation. As in
class I models, the dependence of amplitude and timescale
on the parameters is nonlinear but we can linearize and
obtain the first-order response away from the above chosen
values. This linear response is given in Table 2.
3.2.2. Model IIB: Inclusion of Effective Mass From
Ice Me´lange
[49] As discussed in section 2.4, there are potentially a
number of variations on this calving model. Using, for
example, the modification of equation (17) instead of
equation (13), we find a parameter regime in which the
timescale of the large amplitude calving-contact force is not set
by the rotational timescale of equation (16) but is instead set by
the timescale of iceberg bobbing given approximately by
T  2p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
HC
g
s
: ð27Þ
[50] In particular, when initial conditions are significantly
different from neutrally buoyant, the calving-contact force
still develops on the tipping timescale of equation (16).
However, the force is strongly modulated by the bobbing
timescale of equation (27), sometimes resulting in a force
with dominant period set by the bobbing timescale. With this
much shorter timescale, a reasonable fit to observations can be
produced with the less extreme parameter choiceHC = 700 m,
WC = 2 km, LC = 210 m, and MM = 1.5 MC. As shown in
Figure 7 (squares), even with a smaller range of parameter
choices than used inmodel IIA (200mHC 1 km, 0.2HC
LC 0.5HC,WC 2 km, 0.5MCMM 4MC), amplitudes
and timescales fit better in the observational range.
3.3. Model Comparison
[51] The seismic forces predicted by Models IA, IB, IC,
IIA and IIB, with parameter choices as described above, are
shown in Figure 8 [cumulative CSF amplitude, A(t)) and
Figure 9 [CSF rate, _A(t)]. Since the current seismic data can
be equally well modeled with asymmetric forces of the same
characteristic CSF amplitude and timescale (see Figure 10),
this data cannot distinguish between the four model possi-
bilities. In addition to satisfying observational constraints 2–
4 (see section 1), all models also correctly predict observa-
tions 6 and 7. Observation 6 is satisfied since the calving
fronts of the glaciers in question have moved substantially
over the past 15 years [Joughin et al., 2004; Howat et al.,
2005; Luckman et al., 2006] and all models are expected to
generate their seismic signal near the calving front. Obser-
vation 7 is satisfied since the different glaciers have differ-
ent model parameter values and therefore the models predict
different characteristic amplitudes. The exact values, how-
ever, are not constrained well enough for us to decide whether
the magnitude (or even the sign) of the variations are
correctly modeled in detail. It is somewhat more complicated
to compare the models with the final observational constraint
5 since 5 (likely) involves a number of factors that are not
completely understood. However, the fact that calving is
well known to vary seasonally, while outlet glacier flow is
more steady [Echelmeyer and Harrison, 1990; Joughin et
al., 2008b], and with respect to local glacier conditions
strongly suggests that model class II can be expected to
produce events in accord with constraint 5 but perhaps not in
a predictable sense. Furthermore, adding a simple time-
Table 2. Linear Response of Amplitude and Timescale to Tipping
Iceberg Parameters
Parameter
Amplitude Response
(kg m/km)
Timescale Response
(s/km)
HC 18  1013 34
WC 0.6  1013 0
LC 3.8  1013 174
Figure 8. Cumulative centroid single force (CSF) ampli-
tude for: the seismic model fitting the observations (CSF),
the three variations on the model class I (IA, IB, and IC),
and model class II (IIA and IIB). All five model results are
consistent with the CSF model used to model seismic
observations (see Figure 10).
Figure 9. CSF rate for: the seismic model fitting the
observations (CSF), the three variations on the model class I
(IA, IB, and IC), and model class II (IIA and IIB). Model
class II does not have a deceleration phase, so the CSF rate
does not return to zero. However, the horizontal portion of
the curve does not contribute to the CSF amplitude.
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dependent crevassing criterion (i.e., larger, more numerous
crevasses during warm periods) to the class I models can
produce variations in event size and number that also agrees
with the observation that more events but slightly smaller
ones occur during warmer times [Tsai and Ekstro¨m, 2007].
However, the details of such a criterion likely involve the
understanding of the calving (and precalving) process in
more depth than is currently known. Thus, we do not attempt
to model this time dependence in any (more) realistic
manner. Model class I may also be able to satisfy constraint
5 if basal processes vary seasonally, as some studies might
suggest [e.g., Kamb et al., 1985; Zwally et al., 2002] (although
other studies suggest minimal seasonal variations of these
processes [Echelmeyer and Harrison, 1990; Truffer et al.,
2006; Joughin et al., 2008b]).
[52] In summary, we have assembled a unified model of
short-timescale outlet glacier dynamics that includes both
changes in flow and calving in a physical way. Taking
parameter values in the range of reasonable, with the
important caveat that a number of important parameters
have very loose constraints, we find only five classes (here
called IA, IB, IC, IIA and IIB) of models (or a combination)
that are able to satisfy the primary observations 1–4. After
adding a simple parameterization of time-dependent cre-
vassing (or of basal processes), we find that all five classes
of models are able to successfully model all current obser-
vations 1–8. It is therefore difficult to decide which of the
five possibilities is closer to reality. However, if viscoelastic
parameters are thought to be within 1 order of magnitude of
the nominal values, then models IA, IIA or IIB should be
favored over models IB and IC. Although model IIA has
trouble producing the entire range of observations, it does
not have as many free parameters as model IA. Further-
more, a slight modification of model IIA resulting in model
IIB has only one additional free parameter (the mass of the
iceberg me´lange) but agrees well with the primary obser-
vations. For this reason, we favor model class II.
4. Predictions of the Models and Future
Observational Constraints
[53] So far, we have focused on constructing five classes
of models that are consistent with observations but it is
perhaps the consequences and predictions of the models that
are more interesting and can (someday) potentially defini-
tively distinguish the correct mechanism from the incorrect
Figure 10. Synthetic force histories and associated synthetic seismograms for (a) the symmetric CSF
used to fit the seismic observations, (b) an asymmetric CSF with a longer but lower-amplitude
acceleration and shorter high-amplitude deceleration, (c) an asymmetric CSF model with opposite
character to the one shown in Figure 10b, and (d) forcing with only an acceleration phase. Synthetic
seismograms (black lines) are modeled and filtered as in the paper by Tsai and Ekstro¨m [2007]; gray lines
are the best fit CSF to the synthetic data, offset slightly vertically for clarity. The case shown in Figure 10a
corresponds roughly with model IB, the case shown in Figure 10b corresponds roughly with model IA, the
case shown in Figure 10c corresponds roughly with model IC, and the case shown in Figure 10d
corresponds roughly with model II. All four models fit observations with residual variance (normalized
misfit) less than 0.10, compared with typical residual variance on real data of between 0.3 and 0.5. The
amplitudes of Figures 10b and 10c are approximately twice that of Figure 10a, and the amplitude of
Figure 10d is approximately half that of Figure 10a.
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ones. The first obvious difference among models is that
model class I requires motion of the glacier itself whereas
model class II requires motion of a calved iceberg and
glacier motion is secondary. Thus, observations of glacier
and/or iceberg motion (of the magnitudes discussed in
section 3) coincident with a glacial earthquake event (or
lack of such motion) would be diagnostic of either model
class I or II. Recent GPS observations from the Helheim and
Jakobshavn glaciers [Nettles et al., 2007; Fahnestock et al.,
2007] suggest that little surface motion occurs during glacial
earthquakes, thereby arguing against model class I. The other
obvious difference between all five models is the exact form
of the force history on the Earth (see Figure 8). However,
these differences are not large enough to be distinguished
from modeling of global seismic data and would therefore
require modeling of high-quality, local seismic data.
[54] Another set of differences that is more promising in
terms of distinguishing between models is the difference in
bulk viscoelastic parameters required by the different mod-
els. As discussed in section 3.3, models IA and II do not
require great differences from the nominal values whereas
models IB and IC do (model IB with m2 1000 times smaller
than nominal; model IC with m1 80 times smaller and h1
2000 times smaller). In situ bulk viscoelastic parameters are
difficult to measure but could possibly be done with a
combination of tidal flexure [Vaughan, 1995] on outlet
glaciers with a significant floating tongue, high-precision
GPS on highly variable-velocity outlet glaciers [e.g.,
Bindschadler et al., 2003], and in situ measurements of
temperature and the degree of internal small-scale fractur-
ing. Fracturing and crevassing in general is predicted to be
different among the models. As discussed in section 2.2, s
trades off directly with viscoelastic parameters so that bulk
differences in (lower values of) viscoelastic parameters may
be a result of differences in (lower values of) s. Thus,models
requiring very lowbulk viscoelastic parametersmay be expected
to have large amounts of crevassing and fracture. Additionally, it
is possible that crevassing affects different viscoelastic parame-
ters differently, so that crevassing could possibly be responsible
for all differences in viscoelastic parameters. Furthermore, if
time-dependent crevassing is partially responsible for allowing
(large) glacial earthquakes to occur then one might expect to
observe many micro-earthquakes associated with the cracking
[e.g., Neave and Savage, 1970; O’Neel et al., 2007], either
seasonally or concurrently with the earthquake events. How-
ever, extensive crevassing of the sort considered would prob-
ably be meltwater driven, and may not have a seismic signature
if the process is too slow.
[55] If model class II is correct, one would also expect
related short-period seismicity related to cracking events
that accompany calving as has been observed in analogous
outlet glaciers in Alaska [Qamar, 1988; O’Neel et al.,
2007]. Furthermore, visual observations (like those of
Truffer et al. [2006] and J. Amundson (private communi-
cation, 2008)) of calving coincident with glacial earth-
quakes would be diagnostic of model class II. Model IIB
would additionally predict glacial earthquakes only occur-
ring when the glacier fjord has substantial iceberg mass,
another potential visual or satellite observable. Model IIB
could thus explain the lack of glacial earthquakes at
Columbia Glacier, where large icebergs calve but there is
little ice me´lange.
[56] Finally, one should remember that the most incom-
plete part of model class I is the part regarding the basal
processes leading to f(t). The reason for this incompleteness
is the vastly inadequate knowledge of the factors most
important to determining f(t). There are currently only
suggestions [Iken, 1981; Kamb, 1991; Schoof, 2005] that
the variations in f(t) needed for these models to work can be
produced by physical processes. Thus, basal observations
would greatly improve our ability to form a predictive model
class I. For example, determining whether till deformation or
basal sliding contributes more to steady state velocities would
narrow the myriad of possibilities for basal instabilities substan-
tially, therefore making the modeling of f(t) more tractable.
Having a more physical model of f(t) could in turn yield
additional predictions for class Imodel behavior.While possibly
irrelevant to the types of glacial earthquakes discussed here,
the basal mechanisms of class I models are presumably impor-
tant to other types of episodic glacial motion.
5. Conclusions
[57] Using available observational constraints, we have
constructed a general model framework to understand very
short timescale (<100 s) variability at the calving margin of
fast-flowing outlet glaciers. Since key variables are un-
known, we find it necessary to parameterize several pro-
cesses within the model framework. Under this framework,
we are able to construct five classes of models that result in
instabilities that match known observations of glacial earth-
quakes. Although current observations cannot definitively
rule out any of possibilities, model class II (iceberg calving)
has fewer adjustable parameters, requires more realistic
parameter choices, and is significantly more consistent with
observations. The addition of iceberg me´lange (model IIB)
further improves the consistency of model class II with
observations (at the cost of an added free parameter). We
therefore strongly favor model class II but reserve final
judgment for the future, when observations should be able
to conclusively distinguish among the model classes.
Appendix A
A1. Approximate Timescale for Calved Iceberg to
Slide Down to Equilibrium
[58] To arrive at the timescale of a calved iceberg sliding
freely on a bed with positive slope b, we note that under
hydrostatic water pressure (including along the bed) the net
force in the downslope direction is
F ¼ rgHCWCLC sinb  rwgWCLC tan b Dh ðA1Þ
whereDh is the height to the water surface level as measured
from the middle of the base of the iceberg (see Figure 5b), and
the iceberg is assumed to be a rectangular block of height HC,
length LC, and widthWC parallel to the bed. Defining x along
the bed to be positive in the downstream direction and x = 0
where Dh = 0 then Dh = x sin b so that
F xð Þ ¼ gWCLC sinb  rHC  rw tanb  xð Þ: ðA2Þ
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[59] Defining x0 to be the point at which the driving force
vanishes, then rHC = rw tan b  x0 and
F xð Þ ¼ rwgWCLC sinb tanb  x0  xð Þ: ðA3Þ
[60] Substituting (A3) into Newton’s second law gives
rwgWCLC sinb tanb  x0  xð Þ ¼ rWCLCHC  x ðA4Þ
which, with initial conditions x0-x(0) = x1 and _x(0) = 0, has
solution
x tð Þ ¼ x0  x1 cos p  t=Tð Þ ðA5Þ
with timescale given by
T ¼ p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rHC cosb
rwg sin
2 b
s
: ðA6Þ
[61] The above analysis is only true as long as the top-
forward corner of the iceberg is not submerged, or equivalently
x sinb < HC cos b  LC
2
sinb: ðA7Þ
[62] Taking x1 x0 then the solution (A5) is valid as long
as x = x0 satisfies (A7) or
tanb < 1 r
rw
 
2HC
LC
 HC
5LC
ðA8Þ
which is true since b  1. This analysis yields a lower-
bound estimate of the timescale since it assumes water
freely moves to maintain hydrostatic balance.
A2. Rotational Iceberg Calving Model
[63] As in the paper by MacAyeal et al. [2003], we
assume the forces on the iceberg are (1) hydrostatic water
pressure pw = rwg  depth applied at all submerged
surfaces, (2) gravitational weight of the iceberg gMC =
rgHCWCLC, and (3) calving-contact force from the glacier
face FC (and from the iceberg me´lange FC2 in model IIB)
(see Figure 6). Instead of solving for equilibrium conditions,
these forces are then inputted into equations (10), (11), and
(12). Forces from water pressure in the x direction cancel
out, leaving Fx as a sum of contact forces. (With no iceberg
me´lange FC = Fx.) Accounting for weight and vertical
pressure forces, where yi is the water depth of the center of
mass of the iceberg, Fy is given by either
Fy ¼ gMC 1 rw
2r
 rwyi
rHC cos q
 
ðA9Þ
when the top two corners of the iceberg are unsubmerged or
Fy ¼ gMC 1 rwr þ
rw HC cos qþ LC sin q 2yið Þ2
8rHCLC sin q cos q
 !
ðA10Þ
when only one corner is unsubmerged. Similarly, trot is
given by
trot ¼  FCr? þ FC2r?ð Þ þ
Z
submerged
pwr?dA ¼ trot1 þ trot2
ðA11Þ
where r? is closest distance to the center of mass of the line
of action of the force,
trot1 ¼ HC
2
FC
2Mxa Mxa0
Mxa
cos q LC
HC
sin q
 
; ðA12Þ
and trot2 is given by either
trot2 ¼ MCgHC rw sin qr cos2 q
1
8
cos2 q y
2
i
2H2C
 L
2
C
24H2C
1þ cos2 q  
ðA13Þ
when the top two corners of the iceberg are unsubmerged or
trot2 ¼ rwgWC
6
yi  HC
2
cos q LC
2
sin q
 2
sin2q cos2 q
cos2 q sin2 q
yi þ HC
cos q
 LC
sin q
þ HC cos q
2 sin2 q
 LC sin q
2 cos2 q
 
ðA14Þ
when only one corner is unsubmerged. Note that trot1
accounts for the torque from the contact forces, trot2
accounts for the torque from the water pressure. Finally, to
close the system of equations, we have the contact
constraint
xi ¼ 1
2
HC sin qþ LC cos qð Þ: ðA15Þ
[64] Combining equations (10), (12), (A11), and (A15)
results in an equation of the form
A qð Þq ¼ B qð Þ _q2 þ C q; yið Þ ðA16Þ
which, along with equations (11), (A9), and (A10), are a 2-D
system of equations in the variables q and yi that are then
solved numerically. Initial conditions are chosen with small
but nonzero q (0.1  q  0.15 radians) to ensure eventual
tipping of the iceberg, and a range of initial yi including that for
a neutrally buoyant iceberg. Since the seismic response is only
sensitive to large values of CSF rate, _A, theA andT reported are
for the time range when _A is a significant fraction of the
maximum value of _A attained (e.g., _A  0.2 max[ _A]).
A3. Analytic Approximation for Purely Elastic
Response
[65] To arrive at an analytic approximation for the purely
elastic response, we perform a force balance on the glacier
block of mass M = rHWL that is initially held by friction f0,
which drops to zero along the base over a length DL, and is
then allowed to move as constrained by elastic elements at its
side margins and upstream end. As in section 2.6, balancing
gravitational driving force against basal friction plus the force
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accommodated by Glen’s law at the margins (over length scale
WS) yields an expression for the steady state basal friction
f0 ¼ a 2srgW
uss
2WSAGl
 1=3
: ðA17Þ
[66] Allowing this friction to drop to zero over length DL
gives a force perturbation
DF ¼ f0DMg ¼ f0rgHWDL: ðA18Þ
[67] The elastic force from displacing Dx with marginal
shear (over two sides of width WS) and longitudinal stretch-
ing (over one side of length LS, with elastic modulus
approximately three times that of the shear modulus) is
FE Dxð Þ ¼ EDx ¼ sWH 3m2
Dx
LS
 
þ 2sLH m2
Dx
WS
 
: ðA19Þ
[68] The glacier block then satisfies the simple differen-
tial equation
MDxþ EDx ¼ DF ðA20Þ
which has a simple sinusoidal solution with amplitude and
timescale given by
Dxmax ¼ 2DF=E ðA21Þ
and
T ¼ Period=2 ¼ p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
M
E
r
ðA22Þ
so that the CSF amplitude A = MDxmax and timescale are
given by
A ¼ r
2gHW 2WS DL
sm2 1þ 3WWS= 2LLSð Þ½ 

 a 2s
rgW
uss
2WSAGl
 1=3" #
ðA23Þ
and
T ¼ p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2rWWSLLS
sm2 3WWS þ 2LLSð Þ
s
: ðA24Þ
Notation
a glacier half width.
A CSF amplitude of glacial earthquake.
AGl Glen’s rate parameter.
eij deviatoric strain tensor.
E effective elastic constant.
f dimensionless basal shear strength.
F0 initial dimensionless shear strength.
FB basal force.
FC calving force.
FD driving force.
FE general elastic force.
FL longitudinal ice deformation force.
FM marginal ice deformation force.
Fx force in x direction on calved iceberg.
Fy force in y direction on calved iceberg.
g gravitational acceleration.
H height of glacier block.
HC height of calved iceberg.
Hcrev effective height of crevassing.
HS height of basal shear zone.
L length of glacier block.
LC length of calved iceberg.
LS length of longitudinal deformation zone.
M mass of glacier block.
MC mass of iceberg.
MM mass of entrained iceberg me´lange.
MS conventional surface wave magnitude.
MSW surface wave magnitude measured at 35–150 s.
Mxa effective mass of iceberg moving in x direction.
Mya effective mass of iceberg moving in y direction.
n Glen’s law exponent.
peff effective pressure.
pice ice pressure.
pw water pressure.
s fraction of height with rheology applied.
t time.
T CSF timescale of glacial earthquake.
u(r) transverse velocity profile.
uss steady state background block velocity.
W width of glacier block.
WC width of iceberg.
WS width of marginal shear deformation zone.
x distance in the along-glacier direction.
x1 displacement initial condition in Appendix 1.
xb displacement of glacier block.
xb0 displacement initial condition of glacier block.
xi horizontal displacement of iceberg.
xi0 horizontal displacement initial condition.
yi vertical displacement of iceberg.
yi0 vertical displacement initial condition.
a glacier surface slope.
b glacier bed slope.
Dh height of water.
DL length of basal instability.
Dx general elastic displacement.
Dxmax maximum of general elastic displacement.
eij strain tensor.
h1 viscosity of Kelvin element.
h2 viscosity of Maxwell element.
m1 shear modulus of Kelvin element.
m2 shear modulus of Maxwell element.
m2eff effective shear modulus of Maxwell element.
v Poisson’s ratio.
r ice density.
rw water density.
s standard deviation.
sij stress tensor.
t Huber-Mises equivalent shear stress.
tij deviatoric stress tensor.
trot torque on iceberg through center of mass.
q angle of rotation of iceberg.
_x time derivative of quantity x.
x second time derivative of quantity x.
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